A binding-time analysis is the rst pass of an o ine partial evaluator. It determines which parts of a program may be executed at specialization time. Region-based binding-time analysis applies to higher-order programming languages with rstclass references. The consideration of e ects in the determination of binding time properties makes it possible to have a partial evaluator perform assignments at specialization time.
Introduction
O ine partial evaluation is a successful specialization technique 16] . Bindingtime analysis (BTA) is a necessary prerequisite for o ine partial evaluation. It annotates all program points of a program as either static (executable at specialization time) or dynamic advising the specializer to generate code for the respective program point. BTA is driven by a binding-time speci cation of the input parameters of the program. The specializer proper is just an interpreter of annotated programs.
A BTA is correct if the specializer need not perform checks whether some value is data (static) or code (dynamic): the BTA guarantees that the spe-cializer never confuses them. For example, it never builds residual code which contains a static function. This property is quite similar to type safety. The correctness of BTAs for functional languages has already been considered in some depth 12{14, 23, 24, 33] . With the advent of o ine partial evaluators for functional languages with state the correctness issue of BTA comes up again. The novelty of these partial evaluators 11] is their ability to perform operations on rst-class references at specialization time. This facility greatly enhances the power of partial evaluation, which now applies to programs in message-passing style, uni cation with references, and interpreters that implement laziness using updatable closures.
Type information alone is not enough to specify a BTA for such a partial evaluator. We start from work on region and e ect inference 30, 32] and show how to internalize the results of region inference using a translation to extended continuation-passing store-passing style (ECPSPS) 27, 29] . The idea here is to structure the store according to the regions that are active at a given point of the program.
The proposed analysis starts with the output of a region inference algorithm: a program with explicit region annotations and its region-inference derivation. Similar to type-based BTA regions, types, and expressions get binding-time annotations. The well-known well-formedness criteria for bindingtime annotated types 9,31] are re ned to take into account the annotations of regions. The RBTA (region-based BTA) computes an annotation that ful lls the extended well-formedness criteria. Furthermore the annotation is minimal in the sense that we cannot improve the annotation without breaking the well-formedness criterion. In practice, the well-formedness criterion applied to a region-inference derivation gives rise to a set of constraints on bindingtime annotations. Each solution of this set of constraints corresponds to an annotation that ful lls the well-formedness criterion. The RBTA computes the minimal solution, hence it constructs the minimal annotation.
The underlying idea of the correctness proof for the RBTA is the reduction of the problem to a BTA problem for the lambda calculus, which is well-studied 12]. More precisely, there are two steps. First, we modify our translation to ECPSPS so that it respects binding-time annotations. The result is a translation ET JK from RBTA-annotated terms to annotated lambda terms. By construction, jET JEK j 2 has the same semantics as the original term jEj. Second, the resulting two-level terms ET JEK are well-annotated according to a BTA for the lambda calculus. Hence, the translation preserves the semantics and the well-annotatedness which concludes the proof.
In this work, we concentrate on the correctness proof for a monovariant RBTA. Neither do we cover the speci cation and implementation of the specializer, nor polyvariant program-point specialization. These issues are discussed elsewhere 11]. The region translation applied to this term yields y:letregion in let x = (new 5 at ) in (get x at ) + y
The region-annotated term reveals that the lifetime of the reference bound to x is con ned to the abstraction. Therefore, the binding time of the reference is independent of the binding time of that abstraction.
BTA applied to this term annotates the abstraction and the addition as dynamic (denoted by a superscript d ), while the remaining operations can be performed at specialization time (denoted by superscript s ). The region is also assigned a binding time which applies to all references that are stored in this region. In the example, is static because its scope does not interfere with a dynamic abstraction. The dynamic semantics is identical to the one used in work on region inference 30], i.e., a call-by-value lambda calculus with rst-class references in the fashion of Core-ML. We adopt the standard conventions that application associates to the left and that the scope of lambda and rec abstractions extends 3 fv(E) denotes the set of free variables of E. We adopt the standard notion of free variables in E for region variables (frv(E)), too. Bound region variables may be renamed so as to avoid name clashes, similar to -conversion in the lambda calculus 2].
We write letregion in E for letregion 1 in : : : letregion n in E.
Translation
Source expressions and region expressions are connected via a translation that is guided by types and e ects. E ect systems usually distinguish between initialization, dereference, and assignment e ects. For simplicity we rather treat all of them as access e ects. Hence, an e ect is described by the set of regions that it may a ect. We also omit type, region, and e ect polymorphism since we want to concentrate on the essentials, rst, and since it does not lead 4 Figure 3 shows the translation rules. 5
The typing part of the rules mirrors the simply-typed lambda calculus. An access to a variable (var) does not have an e ect, executing an application (app) has the e ects of the function part, of the argument part, and the latent e ects of the function, an abstraction (abs) makes the e ect of its body latent while it does not have an e ect itself. The rule (rec) is similar. The (new), (get), and (set) rules just accumulate the e ects of their arguments and add the e ect of variable access to the reference. The sube ecting rule ((does)) can be used whenever there is an e ect mismatch in the rule ((set)) or in the application rule ((app)). The ((mask)) rule implements (e ect) masking 18]. This rule makes it possible to delimit regions of memory and their lifetimes by masking out all e ects on regions that are not observable anymore. It only retains those e ects that a ect regions mentioned in the assumptions ? or in The result of a good region inference algorithm is a r expression that \makes all regions as distinct and local as possible" 32].
Extended Continuation-Passing Store-Passing Style
Now that we have made region information explicit, we can take the next step. Similar to the way the continuation-passing style translation 26] internalizes the evaluation order, a store-passing style translation translates imperative operations to explicit operations on a concrete representation of the store in an augmented lambda calculus 28]. Since we are also interested in exploiting the bene cial impact of continuation-passing style on the binding-time properties 4], we develop a translation to continuation-passing store-passing style, similar to that used in the de nitional interpreters of Reynolds 27] . Our translation di ers from these approaches 27, 28] in that we do not use a monolithic store, but rather a structured store, where the structure is determined by region and e ect information. This is important since we are interested in a typed translation that can be extended to a translation of (binding-time) annotated expressions and annotated types. 6
Target Language
The source language of the translation is the region language r . The target language sto of the translation is a simply-typed lambda calculus augmented with recursive de nitions, nite products, and primitives that manipulate heaps:
t ::= x j t@t j x:t j rec f(x):t j (t; : : : ; t) j (n;i) (t) product formation and selection j an empty heap j fnew t t allocate new heap cell j fget t t heap lookup j fupd t t t heap update The tuple selector (n;i) selects the ith component of an n-tuple. The nullary product construction () serves as the single value of type unit.
The type language is somewhat richer than that of and includes products, heaps, and heap locations.
::= unit j loc j heap j : : : j ! The typing rules for the lambda calculus part with products are the standard ones and we do not repeat them here. However, the rules dealing with heaps are not standard. We assume an in nite type-indexed family of the operations on heaps with the following typing rules. terms of sto extended with numbers. We will make use of a pattern matching notation for abstractions, e.g. (x; y):t, in order simplify the decomposition of pairs that are passed as arguments. We omit the explicit application @.
Translation
For the purpose of this section we assume that no region variable has more than one binding occurrence in a region expression. Second, we assume a xed total linear order on the set RegVars of region variables. Third, we assume that the region inference algorithm is ne enough that for each region there is exactly one type such that there are references of type ref . This is a reasonable assumption since we can construct a region derivation simply by taking a standard derivation for simple types and enclose the resulting expression by one letregion in : : : for each type of value that is stored in or retrieved from a reference.
Types
The idea of the translation to extended continuation passing store passing style is to make store (region) passing explicit and translate a r -expression of type and e ect into a sto -expression of type ET J ; K tions that accept a value of type and propagate a store whose structure is prescribed by . The type Store( ) is the product of the types of the heaps associated with the regions mentioned in the e ect . That is, each region (variable) is mapped to a separate heap. Remember that we assume a xed assignment from region variables to types, which we indicate by writing ( i ), and a xed linear order on region variables. Whenever we refer to regions (or e ects) we list them in this particular order. Finally, EV JK is the translation of types for values and types in assumptions.
The di erence to standard store-passing style lies in the fact that the structure of the store is not xed but rather corresponds to the set of currently accessed regions as expressed in Store( ). 
Expressions
For the de nition of the translation of expressions it is not su cient to only take type and e ect information into account. Rather the translation maps a whole derivation tree of a region expression into an expression in sto . For readability, we omit the translation part of the region inference system, i.e., we erase the connection with the source language and consider judgements of the form ?`E : ; . Further, we abbreviate derivation trees ending in a judgement of the above form by ?`E : ; .
The simplest case of the translation is the translation of variables.
ET J?`x : ; ;K = k :kx
The translation of an abstraction and a recursive de nition is straightforward. In all three cases, the outer store has type Store(;) = unit as it corresponds to the empty e ect. However, the inner store that is expected by the expression ET J K in the abstraction has its type Store( ) determined by the latent e ect of the function.
The rst di culty arises with the translation of applications. The region inference rule for application states:
? The problem here is that each single phase in the application (evaluation of E 1 , evaluation of E 2 , and evaluation of the body of the called function) a ects only a part of the store, while the full store corresponding to the e ect 1 2 must be passed to the translation of the application. Consequently, we need a construction that masks the unneeded parts of the store while passing the needed parts to a computation. Proof. Induction over a region inference derivation of ?`E : ; .
Since the target language sto of our translation has a well-de ned model of computation (the simply-typed call-by-value lambda calculus with products and the semantic algebra of heaps) we can consider the translation as a denotational semantics de nition of the dynamic semantics of . In contrast to the semantics de ned by our translation, the dynamic semantics of the region language as presented by Tofte and Talpin 32] always passes the entire store. This does no harm in the usual applications of region inference (memory management using a stack discipline 32], parallel execution 18,30]), but in our case it leads to unnecessarily bad results as will become obvious in the description of the BTA in the next section. 11 Thiemann 
Binding-Time Annotations
So far we have considered a language with references, a language r with references and explicit region annotations, and a language sto , which is an augmented lambda calculus. We have de ned translations between these languages that de ne a dynamic semantics of . Next we wish to establish a specialization semantics for . For this endeavor we start from the target language sto . There exists a well-developed theory for binding-time analysis and specialization for languages like sto . Our aim is to use the translation developed in the previous section to obtain a similar theory for r .
First, we de ne annotated versions for all languages involved, the type languages, sto , and r . Next, we de ne well-annotatedness criteria for types and expressions. Finally, we extend the ECPSPS translation to annotated expressions so that it maps well-annotated expressions into well-annotated expressions.
Annotated Languages
Binding-time annotations b the binding time of a reference type must be identical to the binding time of its region; the binding time of the value stored in a reference needs to be greater than or equal to the binding time of the reference itself; this rules out dynamic references (and regions) that holds static values; a dynamic function must neither take static parameters nor deliver static results; a dynamic function must not have an e ect on a static region. The last point already sheds some light as to why our translation is careful not to pass a region to a computation that does not depend on the region. If the binding-time analysis classi es a function as dynamic then every region that is passed to the function must be classi ed as dynamic. Therefore, if the translation passes super uous regions to dynamic functions this results in regions that are unnecessarily classi ed as dynamic.
The above informal description of acceptable annotated types leads to the following de nition 11] of well-formed binding-time-annotated types. A binding-time annotated type is well-annotated with respect to R if R`wft can be derived using the rules in Fig. 4 . Binding-time annotated r -expressions are de ned by adding a bindingtime annotation to each construct (cf. Fig. 5 ). Given a region derivation for a r -expression we can decorate the derivation with binding-time annotations. Figure 5 de nes a well-decorated derivation. As before, we have omitted the translation part, i.e., the source language expressions. However, we have added a binding-time assumption on region variables. The resulting judgement is R; ?`E : ; meaning \with binding-time assumption R and type assumption ? the annotated sto -expression E has annotated type and e ect ."
Annotated target expressions and their annotated types are standard 9, 31]. For completeness, we de ne them here again: De nition 5.2 A sto -type is well-formed i wft can be derived using the rules in Fig. 6 . This is the standard well-formedness criterion for specialization with partially static data: In sto there can be static products whose components may be (independent of each other) dynamic. The well-formedness criterion only forces the components of a dynamic tuple to be dynamic. We will exploit this subsequently to represent the store by a partially static tuple in the extended translation.
If we want to extract the underlying unannotated type or expression from its annotated counterpart, we write jEj (j j respectively) for the expression E (the type ) with all binding-time annotations removed. We sometimes omit the s-annotation if it is understood that the expression or type is annotated. We sometimes drop @ s completely in favor of denoting function application by juxtaposition.
Translation of Annotated Types
The ECPSPS translation induces a translation of types and environments ?. We extend this translation to annotated types and environments as follows. then we would be unable to retain the static division of the store in regions, let alone have static components in the store. We will see that there are only a few points in the translation (translation of dynamic abstractions and dynamic recursive de nitions) where this is really necessary. We will see that these types only arise for intermediate expressions. In all other places we are able to retain the structure of the store.
Translation of Annotated Expressions
The translation to ECPSPS that we presented above applies only to rexpressions without annotations. These translation rules are still valid for the constructs annotated with s. It remains to supply the translations for the d-annotated constructs. They are derived from the translation of the static constructs by eta-expansion in strategic places. Such eta-redexes serve as binding-time coercions 6{8].
These coercions work as follows. The computation f is applied to a dynamic continuation ( d y 0 : : : :) and to a dynamic state whose structure is described by 0 . The dynamic state is constructed as a dynamic tuple of the statically extracted components (regions) mentioned in 0 . Here we use eta-expansion to coerce in the reverse direction, from a static tuple to a dynamic one. The argument of the static continuation k is constructed by (dynamically) extracting components from the dynamic state 0 that is returned from f and statically extracting components from . This has, again, the e ect of coercing a dynamic structure to a static one.
We are now able to state the translation of an application. It is easy to see that the restriction to normalized region translations does not a ect the binding-time annotation of source language expressions. We have already remarked that the location of application of the (does) rule does not a ect the binding-time annotation and we also see that extending the scope of a letregion in E construct (con ned to the body of a lambda abstraction) does not do so, either.
In the implementation of the specializer 11], we do not translate the source program as outlined here, but we rather translate the specializer to extended continuation-passing store-passing style. All continuations that are annotated as static by our translation are now turned into continuations of the specializer. Likewise, all static regions of the store are now passed as a static store by the specializer. The dynamic aspects of the continuation and the store remain implicit.
The above peculiarities of the translation to ECPSPS turn into peculiarities in the de nition of the specializer. Since a dynamic lambda abstraction does not accept a static store parameter, the specializer does not pass a static store to it in a dynamic application and it starts a new empty static store inside each dynamic abstraction. Even the structure of the static store can be left implicit. The specializer can merge the static regions without adversely a ecting the binding times.
Related Work
BTA for higher-order languages with rst-class references has been considered by Dussart and Thiemann 11] . That BTA delivers results identical to the RBTA described here, because it relies on a similar e ect system in an ad-hoc setup without region inference in mind. They describe a polynomial inference algorithm for their BTA. Furthermore, they describe a specialization algorithm for the language. The current work explores and formalizes the connection of their BTA to region inference. This connection, the ECPSPS translation, and the resulting correctness proof form the contribution of the present work.
Partial evaluators for languages with rst-class references that can perform assignments at specialization time have received some attention recently. Dussart and Thiemann 11] describe an o ine partial evaluator for a language similar to the one treated in this paper. Dussart and others 10] describe a type specializer for an extension of Moggi's computational metalanguage 20] by rst-class references and the operations thereof. Type specialization performs specialization by type inference and is thus able to overcome some limitations 21 of partial evaluators for typed languages, for example it achieves optimal specialization for a variety of typed higher-order languages. The type specializer models the static part of the store also by an implicit translation to storepassing style where the shape of the store changes over time. This translation is even more ne-grained than the translation presented here: it models the store by a dynamically expanding tuple of contents of cells. Partial evaluation for languages with pointers 1, 5] has similar problems as discussed in this paper. An interesting related approach is put forward by Moura and others 22]. They propose a method for static analysis and specialization of imperative programs (the source language is C) via a translation to static single assignment form and a sophisticated variant of a translation to store-passing style. Their approach does not rely on region inference, hence they cannot rely on soundness proofs for region and e ect inference in the design of their translation. As another di erence, our interest in the translation to ECPSPS is its use in the correctness proof, the intended speci cation of the specializer is presented elsewhere 11].
The correctness of BTA for a lambda calculus has been considered by Nielson 23 ] using small-step operational semantics, by Gomard 12] on the basis of a denotational speci cation of the specializer, by Palsberg 24] for a reduction semantics for the two-level lambda calculus, and by Wand 33 ] for Mogensen's specializer for the lambda calculus 19]. Hatcli 13] speci es and proves correct a BTA and specializer for PCF using ELF 25] . The specializer is again given by an operational semantics. Hatcli and Danvy 14] give a correctness proof for a BTA with respect to a specializer based on Moggi's computational metalanguage 20].
Conclusion
Region inference provides a solid basis for a BTA for a higher-order imperative language that enables a specializer to perform some operations on rst-class references at specialization time. This is an application of region inference not foreseen by its creators. Two simple additions to the standard algorithm provide all the information necessary for BTA.
This work follows other work on the correctness of BTAs in that it ignores pragmatic issues that arise due to polyvariant program-point specialization etc.
The analysis as presented in the paper is a monovariant analysis. There are two ways to improve on that. One way uses the translation to ECPSPS to translate the program into a purely functional one, without any merging of regions. A polyvariant specializer for a purely functional language may then be able to achieve even better specialization results. This approach is closely related to the work of Moura and others 22]. The other way exploits the polymorphism present in the usual region and e ect systems. This polymorphism could be combined with binding-time polymorphism in the style of Dussart, Henglein, and Mossin 9, 15] . We expect that such a system could be proved correct in much the same way as the present system. 22
